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Preliminary information 

Bid submission deadline and mailing address  

Bids must be received no later than Friday, July 10, 2015 at 11:30 a.m. Eastern Standard Time 

 

C/O 

Josée Rainville  

Senior Communication and Events Manager 

 

 

Myeloma Canada 

1800 Le Corbusier Blvd., Suite 138  

Laval  QC  H7S 2K1  

 

 

Important Dates 

The bidder must adhere to the following schedule:  

Bidding opens: June 12, 2015 

Question period ends: June 30, 2015, 4 p.m. Eastern Standard Time 

Deadline to submit bids: July 10, 2015, 11:30 a.m. Eastern Standard Time 

Interview period: July 13 to 17 & August 3 to 7, 2015 

Work begins: August 2015 

Estimated date work ends: April 2016 

 

 

Additional Information 

Bidders must submit by email or mail a single copy of their proposal along with the pricing scale sealed in 

a separate envelope. To obtain additional information or clarification regarding the content of this request 

for proposals please communicate by email to jrainville@myeloma.ca.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Myeloma Canada 

One challenge for the Myeloma patient community is raising awareness about this relatively rare and 

little-known form of cancer. As a result, many patients are not well informed about the resources 

available to them and often feel alone in their battle. To address this concern, Myeloma Canada, a 

non-profit charity organization, was created in 2004 by and for people living with multiple myeloma to:  

 provide educational resources and support to patients, families, and caregivers 

 increase public awareness of the disease and its effects on the lives of patients and 

families 

 promote research and access to new clinical trials conducted in Canada  

 facilitate access to new therapies, treatment options, and health care resources. 

As a patient-focused organization, Myeloma Canada works with over a dozen local support groups 

across Canada, strengthening the voice of the Canadian community and improving quality of life for 

myeloma patients, their caregivers and families. Our affiliation with the International Myeloma 

Foundation (IMF), the world’s oldest and largest myeloma research organization, provides access to 

a global network of expertise and resources.   

 

Myeloma Canada is currently the only national patient-driven organization that brings together 

different patient and multiple myeloma research groups. It is the main overseer of Canadian research 

initiatives and clinical trials on the disease and is the main supplier of information to the 

pharmaceutical industry, health science advocacy organizations and patient.  

 

Each year, Myeloma Canada works with volunteers, who help carry out fundraising campaigns and 

organize events. In addition, the organization works closely with pharmaceutical companies that help 

fund projects to further its mission. These projects include: 

 

 Educational publications 

 Social media campaigns 

 Fundraising events 

 Annual marches across Canada 

 The Annual National Conference 

 Ten annual information sessions 

 The annual Scientific Roundtable  

 The annual Advocacy Summit 

 The annual Group Leader Summit 

 Marion State Memorial Award 

 T.E.A.M Award 
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The Myeloma Canada team comprises four full-time employees, including the Senior Communication 

and Events Manager.  

 

1.1. About the Myeloma Canada Research Network 

The MCRN is the first and only national academic myeloma research group bringing together 

Canada’s leading myeloma investigators from 16 centers across the country: Vancouver, Calgary, 

Edmonton, Saskatoon, Regina, Winnipeg, Toronto, London, Windsor, Ottawa, Montreal, Quebec City, 

Saint John, Halifax and St John’s.  

 

 MCRN’s mission is to: 

 To conduct innovative clinical and translational research in a collaborative manner to 

improve patient outcomes in myeloma 

 To publish evidence-based and peer-reviewed consensus statements on the diagnosis 

and treatment of myeloma 

 To develop a nationwide myeloma patient database.  

 

The Myeloma Canada Scientific Roundtable is an annual event that fosters knowledge sharing and 

collaboration with the MCRN by bringing together: 

 Canada’s leading myeloma investigators and clinicians 

 International scientists 

 Pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies 

 Patients. 

 

The Myeloma Canada Scientific Advisory Board is made up of recognized Canadian leaders in the 

myeloma research field. The Goals of the Board are to provide valuable counsel and to support 

Myeloma Canada’s mission to promote awareness, education, and research among the Canadian 

Myeloma community.  

 

1.2. Strategies for 2015-2018 

To achieve its mission, vision and objectives, Myeloma Canada has four overarching strategies for 

fiscal years 2015 through 2018, namely  

1. Enhance Myeloma`s Canada COMMUNICATION with all its stakeholders to better 

achieve its mission; 

2. Develop and achieve sustainable FUNDING growth to accomplish his mission; 

3. Foster, support and fund Canadian RESEARCH to improve patient outcome and 

ultimately help to find a cure for myeloma; 

4. SUPPORT the patient, their family and their caregivers to enhance their quality of life and 

their access to the right treatment. 

 

With the organization undergoing rapid expansion, Myeloma Canada has determined that it must 

implement an effective communication plan through all media and define communications processes 
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and policies in order to expanding the organization’s development throughout the country, raising 

awareness and educating various stakeholders about this incurable disease, reporting on current 

research efforts in Canada, and offering continuous support at every level to patients and their 

families in Quebec and the rest of Canada.  

 

2. MANDATE 

As part of its current three-year strategic plan, the organization is seeking proposals for a new 

bilingual website. In parallel to this invitation to tender, Myeloma Canada is also calling for proposals 

to create a mixed-media communication plan. Under the supervision of the Senior Communication 

and Events Manager, the proponent who is awarded this mandate will develop the structure of 

organization’s new bilingual website.  

 

2.1 Website Objectives 

The consultant will provide a new website in keeping with this invitation to tender and the criteria and 

schedule it sets forth. The consultant will be guided by the organization’s strategic plan to develop the 

new website and take into account following considerations:  

 The organization’s various stakeholders, including patients, caregivers, physicians, 

healthcare professionals, science and research committees, national support groups, 

volunteers, donors, pharmacists, research centres, and federal and provincial 

government bodies. 

 The organization’s website is its main communication channel. It is currently outdated 

and must be overhauled to serve as a lever and a promotional tool for various events put 

on by the organization in Quebec and the rest of Canada.  

 The website must incorporate a new content management platform that allows us to 

publish our monthly monitoring newsletter.  

 nformation must be adequately communicated in French and in English.  

 Myeloma Canada relies on direct streaming of most of its educational events and would 

like to include various videos on the website.  

 Myeloma Canada plans to proceed with the discussion forum concept to foster interaction 

between its various clients.  

 Myeloma Canada would like to facilitate access to clinical trials in Canada and be able to 

disseminate results of ongoing studies.  

 The website must include consideration for the organization’s research committees and 

meet the needs of national support groups that organize occasional meetings and 

fundraising activities. It must allow the organization to receive online donations and 

integrate sponsor logos.  

 The organization currently has different logos for the various types of events it oversees 

(scientific roundtable, marches and local activities) that must also be factored into the 

new website.  
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 Myeloma Canada ultimately hopes to better position itself and increase its visibility 

through various communication channels, such as social media, discussion forums, and 

local and national activities. 

 

 

To ensure greater consistency and strategic management of communications, the website 

aligned with the organization’s objectives will: 

 

 Characterize the target audiences  

 Showcase a graphic design that represents Myeloma Canada’s image and 

communication objectives. 

 Supply an open-source content management system (CMS) for the entire website. 

 Would allow the organization to place texts, images (photos and logos), videos, and 

documents on web pages and from databases.  

 Integrate and program customized management tools required to meet the organization’s 

needs and that serve the specific purpose of publishing the monitoring newsletter. This 

includes the following: 

 

 Results and dissemination of ongoing clinical trials 

 Online surveys 

 Webcasts 

 Synchronizing monitoring newsletter updates with certain social media, such as 

Facebook, Twitter and cooperation platforms 

 Programming and integrating a dynamic database to stay in touch with the 

organization’s various contacts 

 Research features (TagCloud) for the monitoring newsletter 

 Online form for recruiting and registering volunteers 

 Dynamic calendar of national events 

 Blog or online discussion forum for the Myeloma community 

 Discussion platform that allows patients to ask questions to specialists 

 Hotline to reach as many patients as possible who need the service 

 Online Q&A with a pharmacist 

 Integrated and programmable online payment solutions 

 Online donation management tool 

 

To carry out the above tasks the supplier must be able to do the following (list not exhaustive):  

 Attend preliminary planning meeting. 

 Attend meetings to discuss project progress at each phase and follow-up.   

 Make adjustments as requested throughout the process.  

 Perform quality and operational tests.  

 Make adjustments to ensure compliance before the new website is published.  

 Provide training to the people in charge of updating the website.  

 Provide pre-delivery support and honour promises. 
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 Remain available to offer services in the future for our website needs  

 Ensure full migration of current and new content to the new website.  

 

2.2 Requirements  

The following is an overview of the technical quality requirements that the website must meet. These 

qualities will help us ensure the website meets the needs communicated to us and that it is aligned 

with our quality standards. The website will:  

 

 Be an operational, useful website that is bilingual, user friendly and simple. 

 Be ergonomic to provide our visitors an enjoyable, intuitive experience.  

 Be easy for today’s web user to use quickly and easily. 

 Be trustworthy and reliable and offer web users quality images and convincing texts. 

 Be internally managed and modified with full autonomy, allowing us to add new sections 

and web pages. 

 Be flexible and come with dynamic promotional tools.  

 Use the latest technology available to us and our visitors. 

 Use technology and a database equipped for high-speed downloading and cost savings 

for updates. 

 Be written in impeccable French and English. 

 Be found among top search engine results using the website’s key words. 

 Use modern, efficient research tools based on industry standards. 

 Include user-friendly editing tools for writing and updating content (CMS). 

 Include forms that use simple data retrieval and that can be easily put online. 

 

2.3 Selection Criteria 

Given the strategic nature of our needs and objectives, Myeloma Canada is seeking a partner who 

will maintain a high level of service quality. The supplier will become our specialized partner in 

communication technology to harness the potential of our online network. While price remains an 

important factor for us in choosing a supplier, several other factors will also be taken into account. 

 

The most important evaluation criterion will be the firm’s level of expertise. Our evaluation will be 

based on the 100-point scale below:  

 

No.  Selection Criteria Points  

1. The company’s presentation 5 

2. The company’s experience - Relevant experience with this type of project 20 

3. General understanding of the needs for this mandate  20 

4. The team and process proposed by the company 15 

5. Proposed solution is in alignment with our systems and expertise 20 

6. Proposed management tools and technology  10 
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7. Cost of the website 10 

8. Total 100 

  

To qualify, the supplier must have:  

 3 completed mandates of a similar scale and provided links to several examples of its 

accomplishments online 

 a fully-staffed, experienced team 

 3 references for the team lead  

 a proven project management method 

 French and English proficiency.  

 

 

2.4 Schedule 

Below is the schedule that must be adhered to:  

 

June 2015  Invitation to tender is published. 

July – August 2015  Service supplier is chosen and meets with our team. Work schedule for creating 

the website is set. 

August- September 2015 Needs are identified, web design defined, and website functions validated. 

Fall 2015 Editorial/online text is chosen. 

January 2016  Training is provided to content manager. 

February 2016 Migration is carried out toward our beta site. 

March 2016 Alpha site is tested and validated. 

Mid-March 2016 Version 1.0 of the new website is put online. 

April 2016 Texts written for the website are gathered and revised.  

April 2016 Website is officially launched. 

May 2016 Version 1.1 is corrected and put online. 

 

3. COMPONENTS OF THE OFFER  

3.1 Design  

The website must present a dynamic, professional interface design, in addition to all of the services 

and information our organization offers. It must be bilingual and include a sleek, attractive, and user-

friendly home page. We also wish to integrate navigability by news category. The main challenge will 

be to present all the levels of the main menus on the home page to simplify navigation and make 
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website very visually accessible, while emphasizing important communication and promotional 

content. The home page must be seen as the main point of entry for the entire website. The other 

pages must also be distinguishable with effective presentation and easy navigation. A different visual 

identity for each section is a minimum requirement.  

 

3.2. Content integration (Text, photos, documents) 

The chosen supplier will be in charge of textual integration in keeping with the proposed tree structure 

to launch the website. 

  

3.3. Training on writing and placing web content 

We will ask the supplier to spend a day training four of our employees to teach them how to write 

ergonomic content for the website. We insist on remaining self-sufficient in terms of writing content 

and organizing the visual features that will help improve user experience on our website.  

 

3.4. Technology and standards 

The website design must meet current standards and prove compatible with the most recent Internet 

browsers, as well as with older versions still in use. Because we are targeting a wide-ranging 

clientele, we require that our website be accessible on various levels.  

 

We require the following with regard to the technology you propose through your e-business 

solutions:  

 The technology has been proven and used in previous projects. 

 Solutions have been updated internally and you own the rights to the codes. 

 The technology facilitates seamless communication between third-party applications to 

share and sync data. 

 You are certified to use the proposed technology, which is a gage of quality and skill.  

 

Lastly, as we have the technical staff in place with the necessary skills, the programs developed must 

be transferred to us with a full user license allowing for installation and modification, with no time 

limits. Compiled and non-compiled program versions must be submitted to us at the end of the project 

so that we can pursue further website development independently. 

 

3.5. Referencing strategy  

We require a service offer for the development of a referencing strategy to put our website on search 

engines and to perform follow-up. Our main strategy is to reach our target clientele and meet the 

abovementioned objectives. For this mandate, the selected firm will handle operations relating to 

referencing, e-marketing and support services for the organization. 

 

This turnkey project will include three major components:  

 Website referencing, positioning and follow-up 
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 Management of ads and online marketing operations 

 Strategic guidance on objective follow-up 

 

The supplier will act as a third-party provider and will coordinate the three activities mentioned above.  

4. BIDS 

 

4.1 Submitting bids 

Bids must be submitted electronically to the Communications Department by 11:30 a.m. on July 10, 

2015.  

 

4.2 Cancelation or withdrawal 

Bids cannot be withdrawn once bidding has opened.  

 

4.3 Rejection 

Bids may be rejected if they:  

 contain omissions, additions or inconsistencies of any nature  

 contain imbalanced pricing  

 are not sent with the required documents  

 do not meet the bid requirements  

 are submitted to the Communications Department after the deadline  

 contain several bid forms for the same bid.  

 

4.4 Adjudication 

Myeloma Canada in no way commits to accepting any bids and accepts no responsibility whatsoever 

to bidders.  

 

4.5 Information request  

For further information, please call Josée Rainville, at 579-384-3884, ext. 103 or by email at 

jrainville@myeloma.ca 

 

4.6 Decision 

Proposals will be evaluated based on all the established criteria for the mandate. Each proposal will 

be evaluated separately. The Selection Committee will score candidates based on the weighted 

evaluation criteria indicated above. Any company that fails to provide information for one of the above 

criterion will be given a zero for that category.  

It is possible for two or more bidders to receive identical scores when the criteria points are totaled. 

The committee will analyze all of these proposals.  

 

4.7 Proposal selection 

The proposal selected will be the one that received the highest score.  

 

5. GENERAL CONDITIONS  
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5.1 Payment 

Subject to an agreement between the proponent and Myeloma Canada 

 

5.2 Contract Termination 

Myeloma Canada reserves the right to terminate this contract for any of the following reasons:  

 The supplier fails to fulfill one of the terms, conditions or obligations stipulated under this 

contract.  

 The supplier ceases to operate in any way due to bankruptcy, liquidation or property disposal. 

If this should occur, the supplier shall be paid for the work completed up until the contract 

termination date.   

 

 

5.3 Physical property and copyright 

5.3.1 Physical property 

The work carried out by the supplier under this contract, including all accessories, such as 

research reports, will be the full and exclusive property of Myeloma Canada, who will do with said 

property as it sees fit.  

 

5.3.2 Copyright 

The supplier assigns and transfers all copyrights to Myeloma Canada, who accepts all copyrights 

on the documents created for the purposes of this contract. Copyrights are assigned with consent 

and not bound to a territory or time limit of any kind. The programs received (e.g., CMS) are all 

transferred to Myeloma Canada along with user, installation and modification licenses for 

Myeloma Canada. Compiled and non-compiled program versions must be submitted to us at 

along with the project delivery so that we can pursue further website development independently.  

 


